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Summary
Historical Data Cards were used to record the organizational history of units within the Army. This card was provided to Robert Bolin by the US Army Institute of Heraldry in 1985.

The Foreign Science and Technology Center (FSTC) was organized in Washington, DC, by Sec. VIII, US Department of the Army General Orders 57, 1 August 1962. FSTC was Class II activity subordinate to the US Army Materiel Command. FSTC absorbed functions, personnel, records, and equipment of:

- The US Army Chemical Corps Intelligence Agency
- The US Army Ordnance Technical Intelligence Agency
- The US Army Signal Corps Intelligence Agency
- The US Army Transportation Intelligence Agency
- The US Army Quartermaster Intelligence Agency

FSTC was ordered relocated from Washington to Charlottesville, VA, “on or about” 18 May 1970.

Many of the entries on the card were made when a new Table of Distribution and Allowances (TDA) were issued. TDAs were tables prescribing the organization structure, personnel, and equipment authorizations for unique military organizations performing specialized functions. Interestingly, the strength of the organization authorized by the TDAs shows the growth of the organization from 1962 to 1983.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATIONS</th>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>TO</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
<th>COMBAT PERIOD</th>
<th>CAMPAIGNS AND HONORS</th>
<th>AUTHORITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C. (P)</td>
<td>1 Aug 62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlottesville, Va.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


US Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED under TD 69-7854-00 with an authorized strength of 2 OFF, 1 WO, 12 EN; US Army Signal Technical Information Team under TD 69-7854-01F with strength of 2 OFF, 1 WO, 12 EN; US Army Signal Technical Information Team under TD 69-7854-02F with strength of 2 OFF, 1 WO, 12 EN; US Army Signal Technical Information Team under TD 69-7854-03 with strength of 2 OFF, 1 WO, 12 EN; US Army Chemical Corps Information and Liaison Office under TD 69-7854-04 with strength of 2 OFF, 1 EN; US Army Chemical Corps Information and Liaison Office under TD 69-7854-05 with strength of 2 OFF, 1 EN.

TD 69-7854-00 is changed to M1-7854-00; 69-7854-01F is changed to M1-7854-01F; 69-7854-02F is changed to M1-7854-02F; 69-7854-03 is changed to M1-7854-03; 69-7854-04 is changed to M1-7854-04; 69-7854-05 is changed to M1-7854-05; 69-7854-06F is changed to M1-7854-06F - GO 23, US Army Materiel Command, 18 Apr 63.

TD 69-7854-00 is changed to M1-7854-00; 69-7854-01F is changed to M1-7854-01F; 69-7854-02F is changed to M1-7854-02F; M1-7854-03 is changed to M1-7854-03; M1-7854-04 is changed to M1-7854-04; M1-7854-05 is changed to M1-7854-05; M1-7854-06F is changed to M1-7854-06F - GO 73, US Army Materiel Command, 18 Nov 63. Ltr, AMCGPP-SP, US Army Materiel Command, 14 Oct 63.


TDA M1-WOKPAA-00 for United States Army Foreign Science and Technology Center (ML-ko. 1h, FY 67) effective 15 Jan 67 is approved 19 Dec 1966 - AGSD-C (12 Jan 67) ACSFOR, 19 Jan 1967. REORGANIZATION confirmed effective 1 Jan 1967; authorized strength 63 OFF, 2 WO, 3 ENL, 333 CIV; - AGSD-C (M) (12 Jan 67) ACSFOR, 14 Apr 1967.


TDA MIWOKPAO4, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is APPROVED 4 May 72 and will be REORGANIZED, eff 4 Jun 72 - DAAG-ASO-D (M) (24 May 72) DAFD, 2 Jun 72 (M1 No. 175, FY 72). DAR-D-OTA-CE, DAFD, 31 May 72 (M1 175, FY 72). REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 33 OFF, 2 WO, 10 ENL, 437 CIV - GO 164, USAAC, 3 Jul 72.

TDA MIWOKPAO5, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is APPROVED 16 Oct 72 and will be REORGANIZED, eff 15 Sep 72 - DAFD-OTA-CE, DAFD, 1 Nov 72 (M1 No. 88, FY 73). REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 28 OFF, 2 WO, 17 ENL, 465 CIV - DAAG-ASO-D (M) (30 Oct 72) DAFD, 21 Nov 72. CONFIRMED - GO 293, USAAC, 19 Dec 72.

TDA MIWOKPAO6, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is APPROVED 13 Nov 72 and will be REORGANIZED, eff 30 Oct 72 - DAFD-OTA-CE, DAFD, 21 Nov 72 (M1 No. 124, FY 73). REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 28 OFF, 2 WO, 17 ENL, 465 CIV - DAAG-ASO-D (M) (13 Nov 72) DAFD, 8 Dec 72.

TDA MIWOKPAO7, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is APPROVED 4 Apr 73 and will be REORGANIZED, eff 30 Apr 73 - DAFD-DOA-CE, DAFD, 12 Apr 73 (M1 No. 252, FY 73). REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 28 OFF, 2 WO, 17 ENL, 466 CIV, eff 28 Feb 73 - GO 100, USAAC, 8 May 1973.


TDA M1WOKPAA, M10376, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 22 OFF, 2 WO, 13 ENL, 447 CIV, effective 30 Nov 1975. VTAADS prepared on 30 Dec 1975.


USA Fgn Sci Tech Cen prefix is changed from M1 to X7, effective 24 Mar 1977 - PO 33-2, DARCOM, 18 Apr 1977.

TDA X7WOKPAA, X10178, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTHORIZED STR of 19 OFF, 13 ENL, 437 CIV, effective 30 Mar 78 - VTAADS prepared on 16 Jun 78.

TDA X7WOKPAA, X10179, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 21 OFF, 8 ENL, 437 CIV, effective 1 Oct 78 - VTAADS prepared on 16 Jun 78.

TDA X7WOKPAA, X10279, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 22 OFF, 12 ENL, 443 CIV, effective 15 Oct 78 - VTAADS prepared on 5 Oct 78.

TDA X7WOKPAA, X10180, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 22 OFF, 12 ENL, 443 CIV, effective 1 Oct 79 - VTAADS prepared on 5 Oct 78.

TDA X7WOKPAA, X10380, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 30 OFF, 8 ENL, 435 CIV, effective 16 Sep 80 - VTAADS prepared on 30 Jan 80.

TDA X7WOKPAA, X10281, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 30 OFF, 8 ENL, 435 CIV, effective 2 Oct 80 - VTAADS prepared on 30 Jan 80.
TDA XKW0KPA, X10383, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 15 OFF, 8 ENL, 469 CIV, effective 28 Sep 83 - VTAADS prepared on 23 Sep 83.

TDA XKW0KPA, X10384, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 35 OFF, 8 ENL, 469 CIV, effective 28 Sep 83 - VTAADS prepared on 23 Sep 83.

TDA XKW0KPA, X10185, U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 35 OFF, 8 ENL, 486 CIV, effective 2 Oct 84 - VTAADS prepared on 23 Sep 83.